
100% designed & manufactured in Sydney Australia

The Trajectory
The Revolution as a guide takes grass 
similar to a Drakes Professional or 
Henselite Tiger Pro. However, the line 
(trajectory) of the Revolution to the 
target is nothing like the above two 
brands.
Aero is an even draw from mat to jack  
with a finish that is totally predictable. 
One can tell where the bowl will stop 
from half way up the green.
Only Aero have such a unique and 
accurate trajectory – the Harbour 
Bridge trajectory.

Half sizes & unique Aero grips
Only Aero offer a full range of half 
sizes and two unique Aero grips that 
will give you the confidence on the 
mat like never before. Sizes from:  

2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5

Aero Harbour Bridge Trajectory

Aero Bowls, the same line every time, 
guaranteed. Every set of Revolution is 
the same as the next set of Revolution. 
It’s Aero’s advanced technology that 
makes this possible.

Our weighted shot
The hold on this shot with minimum 
weight is a UNIQUE Aero feature. This 
is the shot that wins games by trailing 
the jack or removing a bowl without 
damaging the head.

Who uses Aero 
Aero are used in the UK on Indoor 
surfaces by some of the very best 
bowlers in the World:
Ellen Falkner, Willie Wood, Mervyn 
King, David Bolt, Graham Shadwell, 
Neil McKee, Sian Gordon and  
Jeremy Henry to name but a few.
You’ll also know Brett Wilkie,  
Val Smith, Kelvin Kerkow,  
Julie Keegan, everyone a World 
Champion and each an Aero player.

The Aero Revolution is now in 
stock at our Ellesmere Shropshire 
warehouse (subject to prior sale)

www.aerobowls.co.uk

The Harbour Bridge arc, is the line of an Aero Bowl

The Aero Revolution for UK indoor greens

Ellen Falkner wears Saturn Shoes, plays with 
Groove bowls during the outdoor season and 
uses her CX bag and Revolution bowls indoors.



Comfitpro Premium  
Bowls Bags

   Space for Shoes (up to size 11)
   Extra tough carry handle and double 
pull handle
   Double Stitched seams and Large 
size non stick Nylon Zippers
   Made in the same factory as some 
of the world’s top luggage brands
   Over 8,000 sold in Australia in a year

The CX bag is in stock at our 
Ellesmere Shropshire warehouse

   Available in Blue, Green or Purple
    The CX is manufactured in 840 
Denier rip stop water resistant 
material

      Lightweight Moulded Base for 
extreme durability

   Two two bowls bags included free  
of charge 
   Space for all your bits and pieces
   Compartment for Cardigan or  
Jacket inside

Dimensions W32cm x H38cm x D23cm

For over a decade in Australia and 
New Zealand the Aero owners 
distributed Taylor Bowls and using 
their expertise they quickly became 
the largest reseller of coloured bowls 
in the world. 
When Taylor wanted to do the 
distribution themselves Aero set 
about the task of
making the most accurate 
bowls ever with assistance 
from the best bowlers in the 
world and using the latest  
technology 

Kelvin Kerkow, Brett Wilkie and Ellen 
Falkner, all world champions had major 
input into the best line for a bowl and 
together with Aero engineers came up 
with the Harbour Bridge Arc Trajectory. 
Only Aero has this even arc line to the 
target.
The success of this Arc Trajectory 
together with the accuracy in 
manufacture has resulted in Aero 
becoming the leading brand in Australia 
with over 12,000 flawlessly matched sets 
sold to date.  
Aero is continually featured on TV and 
was the major sponsor of World Bowls  
Adelaide 2012. 

Aero – are bowls for 
discerning bowlers.

An introduction to Aero Bowls

Made in Australia
Aero Bowls Limited UK Registered Office   
Baginsky Cohen Building 
930 High Road London N12 9RT 
NOTE: This is not a showroom or warehouse.

Aero Bowls Pty Ltd Australian Headquarters
Unit 16 Harcourt Business Park 
Harcourt Parade, Rosebery NSW 2018  
Australia Tel: +61 2 9700 8500

Stock is kept in our Ellesmere Shropshire warehouse 
full details are on our website. 
www.aerobowls.co.uk    info@aerobowls.com

The CX bag designed for indoor bowls

Kelvin Kerkow oam

Commonwealth Singles Gold, Multiple 
World and Australian Champion. Universally 
regarded as Australia’s most accomplished 
bowler of all time.


